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ABSTRACT

Aims. To investigate the electron density and temperature structure of a limb active region.
Methods. We have carried out a study of an active region close to the solar limb using observations from the Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging
Spectrometer (EIS) and the X-Ray Telescope (XRT) on board Hinode. The electron density and temperature distributions of the coronal
emission have been determined using emission line intensity ratios. Differential emission measure (DEM) analysis and the emission measure
(EM) loci technique were used to examine the thermal structure of the emitting plasma as a function of distance from the limb.
Results. The highest temperature and electron density values are found to be located in the core of the active region, with a peak electron
number density value of 1.9× 1010cm−3 measured using the Fe XII 186.887 Å to 192.394 Å line intensity ratio. The plasma along the line of
sight in the active region was found to be multi-thermal at different distances from the limb. The EIS and XRT DEM analyses appear to be in
agreement in the temperature interval from log T= 6.5 - 6.7.
Conclusions. Our results provide new constraints for models of coronal heating in active regions.
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1. Introduction

An understanding of the mechanism responsible for heating the
solar corona is one of the major outstanding problems of solar
physics. Before various coronal heating models can be fully
evaluated, it is critically important to determine quantitative
physical properties of coronal features from observations. The
study of active regions is of particular relevance to the coronal
heating problem as they act as the locations of the most pro-
nounced heating processes.

One possible solution to the coronal heating problem is
impulsive heating of coronal loops by nanoflares occurring
within unresolved strands (Parker 1988; Cargill 1994; Cargill
& Klimchuk 1997). A number of observations that are incon-
sistent with static models, such as the density excess of 1 MK
loops (Aschwanden et al. 2001), can be explained by nanoflare
heating (Klimchuk 2006). However, the frequent occurrenceof
nanoflares would require the presence of plasma with temper-
atures in excess of 5 MK in the corona (Cargill 1994). The
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detection has proved elusive, perhaps partly because the inten-
sity of the hot emission is expected to be very weak (Klimchuk
et al. 2008).

Diagnostic studies of eclipse observations (see Gabriel
& Jordan 1975), early X-ray observations (Vaiana 1976),
Skylab observations (Webb 1981) and SOHO CDS observa-
tions (Mason et al. 1999; Del Zanna & Mason 2003; Milligan
et al. 2005; Tripathi et al. 2006) all indicate that active regions
have a hot, dense core. Sterling et al. (1997) and Sterling (1997)
used data from the Bragg Crystal Spectrometer (BCS) instru-
ment on the Yohkoh satellite to study the temperature structure
of active regions with height, and found that the highest temper-
atures occurred at the base of the active region, with a fall off of
temperatures at greater heights. BCS however did not have any
spatial resolution, and those studies inferred the height struc-
ture of the temperature by using the solar limb as an occulting
edge for a single active region which rotated around the disk
and behind the limb. Sterling et al. (1999) verified BCS find-
ings by measuring spectral-scans from the Coronal Diagnostic
Spectrometer (CDS) on the SOHO, integrated over different
heights of an active region. Others have also investigated the
thermal structure of active regions with various instruments
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Fig. 1.EIS Intensity maps from a sample of emission lines formed over the temperature range log T= 5.8 - 6.4.

(e.g., Pye et al. 1978; Schadee et al. 1983; Watanabe et al. 1995;
Yoshida & Tsuneta 1996; Warren & Winebarger 2003).

In this paper we have used the Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging
Spectrometer (EIS; Culhane et al. 2007) on board Hinode
(Kosugi et al. 2007) to study a limb active region, in order tode-
termine the electron density and temperature structure, aswell
as the variation in emission measure, as a function of distance
from the limb. EIS provides the opportunity to study individ-
ual spectral emission lines, allowing a precise definition of the
electron density and temperature distribution with a high spa-
tial resolution. In Section 2 we provide new Hinode/EIS obser-
vations and our data analysis techniques. Our results are pre-
sented in Section 3, with our conclusions in Section 4.

2. Observations and Data Analysis

EIS is an off-axis spectrometer of paraboloid design with a
focal length of 1.9 meters and mirror diameter of 15 cm. It
consists of a multi-toroidal grating which disperses the spec-
trum on two different detectors. The first detector covers the
wavelength range 170-211 Å and the second covers 246-292 Å
providing observations of solar corona and upper transition re-
gion (TR) emission lines. EIS has four slit options available
(of widths 1′′,2′′,40′′and 266′′). EIS provides monochromatic
images at a high cadence using a slot (defined as the 40′′or
266′′slit widths). High spectral resolution images can be ob-
tained by rastering with a slit.

Observations were made on 17 December, 2007 using EIS.
The target of opportunity was an active region close to the solar
limb, with the core still on the disk. The observation sequence
we designed (CAMAR LIMB) used the 2′′slit with an expo-
sure time of 45 seconds. The EIS raster used in this analysis
started at 10:42:20 UT. The raster was 360′′wide, used a slit
length of 512′′and lasted for 2.5 hours.

The data were first processed using the standard processing
routine eisprep.pro provided in SolarSoftWare software pack-
age (Freeland & Handy 1998). This routine removes the dark
current and CCD pedestal, as well as hot pixels and cosmic ray
hits. A line fitting routine, written by one of us (GDZ) using cfit
(Haugan 1997), was applied to all of the lines at each pixel in
the EIS raster. Instrumental effects such as the EIS slit-tilt and
wavelength shifts due to spacecraft orbital variation havebeen
compensated for. To estimate the orbital variation it is neces-
sary to select a quiet region in the raster. The bottom 50 pixels
in the raster, which are furthest away from the active region,
were selected for this purpose. By studying the average vari-
ations of the line centroids, the effect of orbital variation can
be determined. Intensity maps are displayed in Figure 1 from
a sample of emission lines formed over the temperature range
log T[K] = 5.8 - 6.4. It can be clearly seen that the low temper-
ature emission is better defined in discrete structures thanthe
high temperature emission. This has been observed previously
by Tripathi et al. (2009). The diffuse background emission seen
in the coronal ions Fe X - Fe XIV is real and not a function of
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Fig. 2.XRT image observed with the Cpoly filter.

the way the data are displayed. A list of the emission lines used
in the present study is given in Table 1.

Over the duration of the EIS raster, observations of the ac-
tive region were also made using the X-Ray Telescope (XRT;
Golub et al. 2007) on board Hinode. An XRT image of the ac-
tive region observed with the Cpoly filter is shown in Figure 2.
We note the similarity in the observed structures in the Fe XVI
262.984 Å intensity map in Figure 1 and the XRT image in
Figure 2.

Under the assumption that a plasma is optically thin and
in ionization equilibrium, the observed intensity of a spectral
emission line can be expressed as

Iob = A(z)
∫

Te

G(Te,Ne)ϕ(Te)dTe (1)

whereA(z) is the elemental abundance,Te is the electron tem-
perature, andNe is the electron density. The contribution func-
tion, G(Te,Ne), contains the relevant atomic parameters for
each line and can be obtained using equilibrium ionization bal-
ance calculations. For this purpose we have used CHIANTI,
v5.2 (Dere et al. 1997; Landi et al. 2006). The quantityϕ(Te) is
known as the differential emission measure which is defined as

ϕ(Te) = Ne
2 dh

dTe
(2)

where h is the column height along the line-of-sight (LOS).
To determine the average temperature along the LOS for a

given point we have used the EM-loci method (see Del Zanna
et al. 2002, and references therein). This method involves plot-
ting the ratio ofIob/(A(z)G(Te,Ne)) for each line that decays to
the ground state as a function of temperature. The loci of these
curves constrain the shape of the emission measure distribu-
tion. In the case of an isothermal plasma, the curves should

Fig. 3. EIS Fe XI Intensity map showing the location of an active re-
gion strip and a quiet sun region in green. Also included are the posi-
tions at which the DEM curves were constructed shown in blue.

intersect at a common point. If the plasma is not isothermal,
then it is necessary to perform a DEM analysis in order to ob-
tain the distribution of plasma along the LOS. To evaluate the
DEM distributions, we used an application of the ”maximum
entropy method”, as described in Monsignori Fossi & Landini
(1991) and implemented by Del Zanna (1999). The DEM func-
tion is assumed to be a cubic spline with a limited number of
selected ”mesh” points, covering the temperature range where
observational constraints (spectral lines) are present. The fit-
ting program allows one to search for the best solution for each
mesh point.

3. Results

3.1. Densities

The areas contained within the annular sectors marked in
Figure 3 show the locations of an active region strip and a quiet
sun region (selected to study the background emission). The
variation in line intensity as a function of distance from the
limb was investigated for a sample of emission lines in the data
set. This was achieved by calculating the average intensityin
ten-pixel-wide annular sectors at fixed distances from the limb
for each emission line. Figures 4 & 5 show plots of average
line intensity as a function of distance from the limb for a sam-
ple of high and low temperature emission lines respectively,
in the active region strip (Figures 4a, 5a) and quiet sun region
(Figures 4b, 5b) shown in Figure 3. We note that in the AR the
Fe XVI 262.984 Å line falls off more sharply above the limb
than the lower temperature lines. We also note the sharp fall
off of the transition region lines above the limb in the quiet sun
region. The variation in intensity as a function of distancefrom
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(a) Active region strip
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Fig. 4. Plots of average line intensity as a function of distance from
the limb for high temperature emission lines in the active region strip
and quiet sun region displayed in Figure 3.

the limb is qualitatively different for the Fe XIII 203.828 Å and
202.044 Å lines. This is due to the density sensitivity between
the lines. We note that the comparison of the intensity variation
with height of density-insensitive emission lines from thesame
ion is a useful method of identifying line blends.

Electron density maps were generated using the density-
sensitive line intensity ratios of Fe XIV 264.787 Å to
274.204 Å, Fe XIII 203.826 Å to 202.044 Å, Fe XII 186.887 Å
to 192.394 Å, Si X 258.372 Å to 271.992 Å and Mg VII
278.395 Å to 280.737 Å. The method used for electron den-
sity diagnostics is described in detail in Young et al. (2007,
2009). The theoretical ratios were calculated using CHIANTI,
v5.2. Figure 6 displays a sample density map created using the
Fe XIII 203.826 Å to 202.044 Å ratio. The density maps cre-
ated from the other ions were qualitatively similar. The highest
electron density values are found to be located in the core ofthe
active region. A peak value of 1.9× 1010cm−3 was measured
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Fig. 5. Plots of average line intensity as a function of distance from
the limb for low temperature emission lines in the active region strip
and quiet sun region displayed in Figure 3.

using Fe XII. These results are similar to those of Tripathi et al.
(2008a,b) who studied Hindoe/EIS observations of an on-disk
active region. The electron density values decrease with height
above the limb, with values of∼ 3.8 × 108cm−3 found at a
height of 150′′ (109,000 km) above the limb. Figure 7 displays
the average electron density along the line of sight in the active
region strip, calculated for different ions, plotted as a function
of distance from the solar limb. One sigma uncertanties on the
line intensities have been translated to errors on the derived
densities. The uncertainties in the theoretical ratios aremore
difficult to estimate. Individual ions are discussed below. We
note that the Mg VII intensities were weak and reliable counts
could not be obtained above the limb. In Figure 7 error bars on
the Mg VII number densities are omitted in order to improve
the clarity of the figure. We estimate typical uncertaintieson
the electron densities derived using Mg VII as approximately
±2.0× 109cm−3. We note from Figure 7 that the electron den-
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sities derived from Fe XII seem to be somewhat higher than
those obtained from other ions. Young et al. (2009) found that
Fe XII gave larger densities than Fe XIII in a study involving
active regions, as did Tripathi et al. (2008b) in high density
regions. The discrepancies between different ions are difficult
to explain. We note that the atomic data for Si X and Fe XIII
have recently been updated, as described in Liang et al. (2009)
and Storey & Zeippen (2009). The most recent atomic data for
Fe XII is discussed in Storey et al. (2005). Further checks on
line blending are in progress.

Fig. 6. Electron number density map created using the Fe XIII
203.826 Å to 202.044 Å ratio.
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Fig. 7.Plots of electron number density as a function of distance from
the limb in the active region strip displayed in Figure 3. Theerror
bars on the electron density values are derived from the one sigma
uncertainties on the observed intensities. See text for discussion of
Mg VII error bars.

3.2. Temperatures

Temperature maps were generated using density-insensitive
emission line ratios from adjacent ionization states of iron. The
temperature range over which this diagnostic is sensitive cor-
responds to the overlap of the contribution functions from the
individual lines. Figure 8 displays the temperature range over
which the ion fractions of the Fe XV and Fe XVI ions over-
lap. A temperature map created using the line intensity ratio of
Fe XVI 262.984 Å to Fe XV 284.160 Å is shown in Figure 9,
sensitive over the temperature range log T= 6.2 - 6.7. It should
be noted that this method only provides a crude indication of
the temperature, since it assumes that the plasma along the line
of sight is isothermal. Nevertheless, the image shows the loca-
tions of the hottest areas (in the core) and provides values in
agreement with the DEM findings (see Section 3.3). The high-
est electron temperature values (log T= 6.7) are found to be
located in the core of the active region.

Fig. 8. Ion fractions as a function of temperature for Fe XVI and
Fe XV using the ionization equilibrium calculations of (Mazzotta et al.
1998).

Due to its importance for coronal heating models involving
nanoflares, the coronal emission at temperatures above 5 MK
was specifically examined. Among the lines sensitive to such
high temperatures the strong Fe XVII 254.87 Å line was not
present in our study. Instead the weak Fe XVII 275.55 Å line
(see Del Zanna & Ishikawa 2009) was fitted by summing the
intensity into bins of nine pixels and applying a three Gaussian
fit to the lines in the window (Si VII 275.354 Å, Fe XVII
275.55Å, Si VII 275.668 Å). An intensity map generated us-
ing the Fe XVII emission line is displayed in Figure 10a.

An attempt was also made to resolve the blended Ca XVII
192.820 Å line. The line is blended with the Fe XI 192.813 Å
line, several O V lines, as well as the weak Fe XI 192.90 Å
line. The Fe XI 192.813 Å blend was removed by using a value
of 0.27 for the ratio of Fe XI 192.813 Å to Fe XI 188.216 Å
obtained off-limb in the quiet sun region. Using a similar ap-
proach Ko et al. (2009) obtained a value of 0.26 for this ratio.
At the AR3 position shown in Figure 3 the measured intensity
of the Fe XI 188.216 Å line is 2,610erg cm−2s−1sr−1, giv-
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Fig. 9. Electron temperature map created using the line intensity ratio
of Fe XVI 262.984 Å to Fe XV 284.160 Å.

ing an Fe XI 192.813 Å intensity of 705erg cm−2s−1sr−1. The
O V blends were accounted for by adopting an O V electron
number density of 1.0× 109cm−3 to obtain a value of 1.37
for the ratio of the blended O V lines to the O V 248.49 Å
line from CHIANTI. At the AR3 position the measured inten-
sity of the O V 248.49 Å line is 211erg cm−2s−1sr−1, giv-
ing a value of 289erg cm−2s−1sr−1 for the contribution of the
O V lines to the total blend. The Fe XI 192.90 Å line can be
estimated by using the branching ratio of Fe XI 192.90 Å to
Fe XI 188.30 Å. The value of this ratio is 0.016. At the AR3
position the estimated value of the Fe XI 192.90 Å line was
35 erg cm−2s−1sr−1. The measured intensity of the total blend
was 2,330erg cm−2s−1sr−1. We consider the contribution of
the Fe XI 192.90 Å line to the total blend to be negligible. A
value of 1,340erg cm−2s−1sr−1 was calculated for the intensity
of the Ca XVII 192.820 Å line at the AR3 position. Figure 10b
displays an intensity map generated using the derived Ca XVII
192.820 Å line. For each pixel in the map the derived Ca XVII
intensity is displayed if it contributes more than 10% to theto-
tal blend.

The temperatures of formation of the Fe XVII and Ca XVII
ions are log T= 6.6 and 6.7 respectively. We would therefore
expect emission from these ions to trace out plasma at simi-
lar temperatures. The similarity between the structure of the
coronal emission in the Fe XVII and Ca XVII intensity maps,
shown in Figure 10, indicates that the Ca XVII line has been
correctly deblended. Ko et al. (2009) have also carried out a
detailed study of the Ca XVII line with Hinode/EIS. They find
that the Ca XVII line can only be reliably deblended if its in-
tensity is greater than ten percent of the total line blend. In our
study the contribution of the Ca XVII line to the total blend
is greater than ten percent for AR2-AR4. Consistent with the
temperatures derived from the Fe XVI 262.984 Å to Fe XV
284.160 Å ratio, our Fe XVII and Ca XVII maps also indi-

Fig. 10. EIS Intensity maps of high temperature emission lines. Fig.
10a (top) Fe XVII. Fig 10b (bottom) Ca XVII.

Fig. 11.EM loci plot constructed at the AR3 position shown in Figure
3.

cate that the hottest portions of the active region are localized
at low heights in the active region core, while further out the
emission from hot material is much weaker. Moreover, the Ca
XVII map indicates that for the regions where Ca XVII is defi-
nitely present, i.e. where it contributes more than ten percent to
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Fig. 12.Spectrum from the off-limb area in Figure 16 showing the Fe
XXIII 263.765 Å line, blended with two unidentified lines.

the total blend, the hottest parts (brightest in the map of Figure
10 b) seem to be concentrated in specific locations within the
core.

3.3. Emission Measure

The emission measure (EM) loci technique and a differential
emission measure (DEM) analysis were used to examine the
thermal structure of the emitting plasma as a function of dis-
tance from the limb. EM loci plots were constructed at points
across the active region shown as blue crosses in Figure 3. At
these positions the intensity of each emission line was summed
in a three by three pixel area. A sample EM loci plot gener-
ated at the AR3 point is displayed in Figure 11. It can be seen
that the plasma along the line of sight is not isothermal at this
position. The plasma along the line of sight was found to be
multithermal at all of the positions AR0 - AR7 based on the
EM loci plots.

DEM curves were generated at points across the active re-
gion strip and quiet sun region. The positions at which the
DEM curves were created are shown as crosses in Figure 3. The
density values at these positions, calculated from the Fe XII
186.887 Å to 192.394 Å ratio, were used to create the DEM
curves. The emission lines used to constrain the DEM curves
are listed in Table 1. We used the solar coronal abundance val-
ues of Feldman et al. (1992) and the ionization equilibrium cal-
culations of Mazzotta et al. (1998). We note that the Fe XXIII
263.765 Å line is blended with two unidentified transitions and
is included in the DEM curves as an upper limit, indicated with
an arrow. For positions AR1 - AR5 a blended line was resolv-
able at the Fe XXIII 263.765 Å wavelength, and in each case
was fitted with three Gaussian functions. Figure 12 shows a
spectrum, obtained from the off-limb area in Figure 16, of the
blended Fe XXIII 263.765 Å line. The wavelengths have been
calibrated using known unblended lines from the same spec-
tral window. The intensity value derived from the Fe XXIII
263.765 Å line fitting was used as an upper limit. At the AR
and QS positions where a line could not be resolved a two

sigma uncertainty on an adjacent continuum region was used
as an upper limit.

The DEM curves in Figures 13 and 14 show the spline
DEM values for points in the QS and AR respectively. Also
included, below each corresponding spline plot, are plots of
the ratio of the observed intensity to the theoretical intensity
for each spectral line used to constrain the corresponding DEM
curve. The ratio is plotted at the temperature of peakG(Te,Ne)
for each line. The error bars on the ratio correspond to a com-
bination of the one sigma uncertainties on the line fitting and
an uncertainty of 22% on the observed intensity based on the
pre-flight calibration of EIS (Lang et al. 2006).

The DEM curves for the Quiet Sun regions, QS0 - QS7,
shown in Figure 13 are not isothermal, but have a relatively
narrow distribution of temperatures (approximately 0.7K on
the log scale). The peak temperature varies between log T∼

5.95 - 6.25, increasing with height above the limb. These Quiet
Sun plots are included for comparison with Figure 14, since
they represent the background emission. These results are not
in agreement with previous studies (e.g. Landi et al. 2002a,b)
which found an isothermal plasma for the Quiet Sun. Some of
the high temperature emission in our data for QS0 - QS7 may
be due to the proximity of the active region.

Figure 14 shows the DEM curves for points in the active
region strip. For point AR0 the DEM curve is peaked around
log T ∼ 6.0 and is similar to QS0. The DEM curve for point
AR1 has a peak at log T∼ 6.0 and a second peak at log T
∼ 6.35, with a higher temperature tail decreasing gradually.
The Fe XVI/Fe XV ratio is only sensitive to temperature above
log T = 6.2 (Figure 8), therefore no comparison can be made
with the DEM curves derived for AR0 and AR1. The DEM
curve for point AR2 remains approximately constant over the
temperature range log T= 5.9 - 6.4 and peaks at a tempera-
ture of log T∼ 6.55. For point AR3 the DEM curve remains
approximately constant over the temperature range log T= 5.7
- 6.5 and peaks at a temperature of log T∼ 6.6. The DEM
curve for point AR4 has a broad peak around log T∼ 6.1 and
a higher peak at log T∼ 6.6. The temperature derived from the
Fe XVI/Fe XV ratio (Figure 9) for AR2, AR3 and AR4 of log T
= 6.6 is consistent with the peak in the DEM curves of log T
= 6.6. For point AR5 the DEM curve peaks at log T∼ 6.1 and
log T ∼ 6.5, but falls off quite rapidly above log T= 6.6. The
temperature derived from the Fe XVI/Fe XV ratio, Figure 9, for
AR5 also drops to log T= 6.5. The DEM curve for point AR6
remains approximately constant over the temperature rangelog
T = 6.0 - 6.5, and falls off at higher temperatures. This is con-
sistent with the temperature derived from the Fe XVI/Fe XV
ratio. For point AR7 the DEM curve has a peak around log T∼
6.1 with a tail of higher temperature emission. This temperature
is too low to be measured with the Fe XVI/Fe XV ratio.

Overall, the high temperature peaks in the DEM curves de-
rived for AR2-6 are consistent with temperature values derived
from the Fe XVI to Fe XV ratio (Figure 9).

The ratio of the emission measure value at log T= 6.7 to
the value at log T= 6.1 was calculated at different distances
from the active region core. The results are plotted in Figure 15.
The trend shown in the figure can be compared to the theoret-
ical prediction in Figure 7 in Patsourakos & Klimchuk (2009).
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Fig. 13. EIS DEM curves for points in the quiet sun region shown in figure 3. Also included below each corresponding spline plot for each
point in the quiet sun region are plots of the ratio of the observed intensity to the theoretical intensity for each spectral line used to constrain
the corresponding DEM curve. The Fe XXIII 263.765 Å line, indicated with an arrow, is included as an upper limit. The errorbars on the ratio
correspond to a combination of the one sigma uncertainties on the line fitting and an uncertainty of 22% on the observed intensity based on the
pre-flight calibration of EIS (Lang et al. 2006).
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Although there are similarities, we find a sharper drop in this
ratio with height. We note that the emission measure value at
log T = 7.15 is about three orders of magnitude lower than the
peak values, based on Fe XXIII upper limits.

XRT images of the active region were observed with
the Al poly, C poly, Be thin, Be medium, Tipoly, Al thick
and Bethick filters as well as the filter combination
Al poly/Ti poly. The data were processed using standard XRT
software available in SolarSoft (xrtprep.pro). This includes
the subtraction of a model dark frame, correction for vi-
gnetting, removal of high-frequency pattern noise, and normal-
isation by exposure time. Spacecraft jitter was removed us-
ing xrt jitter.pro. Updated filter calibrations were used. The
makexrt waveresp.pro and makexrt tempresp.pro routines
were used to produce the spectral response and temperature re-
sponse for each XRT channel. The xrtdemiterative2.pro rou-
tine available in SolarSoft was used to create DEM curves.

Figure 16 shows the location of an area above the limb
over which intensities were summed from individual EIS spec-
tral lines. This large area was chosen in order to increase
the number of counts and to reduce any possible misalign-
ments between the EIS and XRT data. The area corresponds
to 726′′squared. A corresponding DEM curve was created from
EIS data and is displayed in Figure 17. The Fe XXIII 263.765 Å
line, indicated with an arrow in the lower panel, is includedas
an upper limit.
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Fig. 14.Same as Fig. 13 but for the active region strip shown in Fig. 3.

Table 1.XRT data for the off-limb area

Filter Long Exp. Short Exp. Obs. Flux
(s) (s) (DN s−1 pixel−1)

Al poly 0.72 0.06 2900
C poly 1.44 0.09 2020
Be thin 5.80 0.13 635
Be med 2.05 111
Ti poly 2.90 0.06 1330
Al thick 23.1 4.13
Be thick 32.8 0.12

Al poly-Ti 4.10 0.13 932

The EIS raster across the area shown in Figure 16 began at
11:51:04 UT and ended at 11:59:42 UT. During the same pe-
riod XRT observations were made in each of the seven filters
listed above, as well as the filter combination Alpoly/Ti poly.
Short and long exposure pairs of observations were taken for
Al poly, C poly, Be thin, Ti poly and Al poly/Ti poly (see
Table 1). The long exposure images for these filters were af-
fected by saturation. As a result of the way saturated pixels
are treated by the XRT software calculating average observed
fluxes over the off-limb area using these images leads to the av-
erage values for the observed fluxes being underestimated. For
this reason long and short exposures were co-aligned and com-
bined. The combination of short and long exposures involved
replacing the values of the observed flux for the saturated pix-

els in the long exposure images by the corresponding values
in the short exposure images. This modification involved all
four filters (Al poly, C poly, Be thin, Ti poly), as well as the
filter combination Alpoly/Ti poly, for which short/long pairs
of observations were taken. Images taken with the other three
filters (Be thick, Al thick, Be med) were not affected by sat-
uration. The intensities of these combined XRT images were
summed over the off-limb area (see Table 1) and a correspond-
ing DEM curve created. The solar coronal abundance values of
Feldman et al. (1992) and the ionization equilibrium calcula-
tions of Mazzotta et al. (1998) were used in creating this DEM
curve. The curve is overplotted in Figure 17. The XRT DEM
curve peaks around log T∼ 6.5.

The xrt demiterative2.pro routine uses Monte Carlo iter-
ations to estimate errors on the XRT DEM solution. For each
iteration, the observed flux in each filter was varied randomly
and the routine was run again with the new values. The distri-
bution of these variations was Gaussian with a centroid equal
to the observed flux and a width equal to the uncertainty (3%).
The solution sets from 200 different Monte Carlo realisations
are overplotted in Figure 18.

A lightcurve for the off-limb area created with images taken
with the Cpoly filter is shown in Figure 19. A similar trend is
observed in lightcurves for the other filters. The dashed lines
in Figure 19 indicate the beginning and end of the EIS raster
across the off-limb area. The change in the Cpoly intensity
during this period is less than ten percent. This indicates that
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Fig. 16.EIS Fe XVI intensity map showing the location of the off-limb
area in white

little variability was present in the off-limb area during this pe-
riod.

In Figure 17 the EIS DEM curve has a peak at log T∼ 6.6,
with a broader peak centered on log T∼ 6.15. The EIS and
XRT DEM curves appear to be in agreement in the tempera-
ture interval from log T= 6.5 - 6.7. Our EIS DEM curve is not
well constrained above log T∼ 6.8, the only constraint being
the Fe XXIII 263.765 Å line included as an upper limit. We
note the low XRT emission measure values below log T= 6.2
in Figure 18. Large variations were found between the solution
sets from different Monte Carlo realisations at lower tempera-
tures. It seems that the derived XRT DEM curve is unreliable
below log T∼ 6.2.

4. Conclusions and Discussion

The EIS instrument on board Hinode provides an opportu-
nity to study quantitatively the physical properties of thesolar
plasma over a range of temperatures simultaneously.

We have studied the electron density and temperature struc-
ture in an active region close to the solar limb. Using the line
intensity ratio of Fe XII 186.887 Å to 192.394 Å the highest
electron density values are found to be located in the core ofthe
active region, with a peak value of 1.9× 1010cm−3. The highest
electron temperature values, log T∼ 6.7, determined using line
ratios from adjacent ionization states of iron, are also found to
be located in the core of the active region.

The emission measure (EM) loci technique and a differen-
tial emission measure (DEM) analysis were used to examine
the thermal structure of the emitting plasma as a function of
distance from the limb. The plasma along the line of sight in

Fig. 17.Plot of the EIS (spline function) and XRT (histogram) DEM
curves created for the off-limb area shown in Fig 16. Also included is a
plot of the ratio of the observed intensity to the theoretical intensity for
each spectral line used to constrain the EIS DEM curve. The FeXXIII
263.765 Å line, indicated with an arrow, is included as an upper limit.
The error bars on the ratio correspond to a combination of theone
sigma uncertainties on the line fitting and an uncertainty of22% on
the observed intensity based on the pre-flight calibration of EIS (Lang
et al. 2006).

Fig. 18.DEM curves for the off-limb area of Figure 16. Solution from
xrt dem iterative2.pro in black. The solution sets from 200 different
Monte Carlo realisations are overplotted.

the active region was found to be multi-thermal for a sample of
points at different distances from the limb.

By observing this active region ”in profile” at the limb,
we are able to examine the variation of height of its physi-
cal parameters. Consistent with the previous studies (Gabriel
& Jordan 1975; Vaiana 1976; Webb 1981; Mason et al. 1999;
Del Zanna & Mason 2003; Milligan et al. 2005; Tripathi et al.
2006), we have found the temperature of this active region to
be highest in its core, log T∼ 6.6, with lower temperatures
at higher heights. Here in this analysis, we are able to go be-
yond the work of, e.g., Sterling (1997) and Sterling et al. (1997,
1999), which was primarily based on non-spatially-resolved
observations. For example, we have found that the hottest loca-
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Fig. 19. Lightcurve for the off-limb area in Figure 16 created from
images taken with the XRT Cpoly filter. The dashed lines indicate
the beginning and end of the EIS raster across this area.

tions occur in concentrated regions inside the core of the active
region.

Schmelz et al. (2009a,b) and Reale et al. (2009) have anal-
ysed Hinode/XRT data for active regions. Both sets of au-
thors use broad-band observations to derive emission measure
curves. Their analyses apparently provide clear evidence for
the presence of plasma around 10 MK. With our Hinode/EIS
analysis we were unable to definitely identify the Fe XXIII
263.765 Å line (temperature of formation log T∼ 7.15) at any
location in the active region. We note that value of our EIS
DEM curve at log T= 7.15 is larger than the value of the XRT
DEM curve obtained by Schmelz et al. (2009b) using a man-
ual forward-folding routine at the same temperature. Our EIS
DEM curve is not well constrained above log T∼ 6.8, the only
constraint being an upper limit on the Fe XXIII 263.765 Å line.
Our EIS and XRT DEM analyses appear to be in agreement in
the temperature interval from log T= 6.5 - 6.7.

Our findings of localized hot regions inside of the AR are
also consistent with other spatially-resolved analyses ofactive
regions (e.g., Yoshida & Tsuneta 1996; Tripathi et al. 2006).
Here we expanded upon these earlier works by doing a quan-
titative examination with the full imaging and spectral capa-
bilities of EIS. Our results are in qualitative agreement with
those of Patsourakos & Klimchuk (2009), but further studies
are needed.

In summary, these new observations and results demon-
strate the full capability of Hinode/EIS to derive electron den-
sity, temperature and DEM distributions. As solar activityin-
creases we hope to obtain more observations to confirm our
results.
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Table 2: List of the strongest emission lines in the current study. Lines
used in the DEM analysis are marked with asterisks.

Ion λ Transition log Tpeak Comment
Å K

O V 192.91 2s2p3P2 - 2s3d3D2 5.4 Blended with a Ca XVII line.
O V 248.46 * 2s2p1P1 - 2s3s1S0 5.4

Mg V 276.58 * 2s22p4 1D2 - 2s2p5 1P1 5.4 Weak line.
Mg VI (2) 270.39 * 2s22p3 2D5/2 - 2s2p4 2P3/2 5.6 Blended with an Fe XIV line.

2s22p3 2D3/2 - 2s2p4 2P3/2

Mg VII 278.4 * 2s22p2 3P2 - 2s2p3 3S1 5.8 Blended with a Si VII line.
Mg VII 280.74 * 2s22p2 1D2 - 2s2p3 1P1 5.8
Si VII 275.35 * 2s22p4 3P2 - 2s2p5 3P2 5.8
Fe X 184.54 * 3s23p5 2P3/2 - 3s23p4(1D) 3d 2S1/2 6.0
Fe XI 180.43 * 3s23p4 3P2 - 3s23p3(4S)3d3D3 6.1 Blended with an Fe X line.
Fe XI 182.17 3s23p4 3P1 - 3s23p3(4S)3d3D2 6.1
Fe XI 188.22 * 3s23p4 3P2 - 3s23p3(2D)3d 3P2 6.1
Fe XI 188.3 3s23p4 3P2 - 3s23p3(2D)3d 1P1 6.1
Fe XI 192.81 3s23p4 3P1 - 3s23p3(2D)3d 3P2 6.1 Blended with a Ca XVII line.
Fe XII 192.39 * 3s23p3 4S3/2 - 3s2 3p2(3P)3d4P1/2 6.1
Fe XII 193.51 3s23p3 4S3/2 - 3s2 3p2(3P)3d4P3/2 6.1
Fe XII 196.64 3s23p3 2D5/2 - 3s2 3p2(1D)3d 2D5/2 6.1 Blended with an Fe VIII line.
Fe XII 203.73 3s23p3 2D5/2 - 3s23p2(1S)3d2D5/2 6.1 Blended with two Fe XIII lines.
Si IX 258.08 2s22p2 1D2 - 2s2p3 1D2 6.1
Si X 258.37 2s22p 2P3/2 - 2s2p2 2P3/2 6.1
Si X 261.06 * 2s22p 2P3/2 - 2s2p2 2P1/2 6.1
Si X 271.99 2s22p 2P1/2 - 2s2p2 2S1/2 6.1
S X 264.23 2s22p3 4S3/2 - 2s2p4 4P5/2 6.15

Fe XIII 196.53 3s23p2 1D2 - 3s23p3d2F3 6.2
Fe XIII 201.12 3s23p2 3P1 - 3s23p3d3D1 6.2
Fe XIII 202.04 * 3s23p2 3P0 - 3s23p3d3P1 6.2

Fe XIII (2) 203.83 3s23p2 3P2 - 3s23p3d3D3 6.2 Blended with an Fe XII line.
3s23p2 3P2 - 3s23p3d3D2

Fe XIV 264.79 * 3s23p 2P3/2 - 3s3p2 2P3/2 6.3
Fe XIV 274.2 * 3s23p 2P1/2 - 3s3p2 2S1/2 6.3 Blended with Si VII and Ni XV lines.
Fe XV 284.16 * 3s2 1S0 - 3s3p1P1 6.3 Blended with Al IX, Fe XVII and Ni XV lines.
Fe XVI 262.98 * 3p2P3/2 - 3d 2D5/2 6.4
Fe XVI 265.01 3p2P3/2 - 3d 2D3/2 6.4 Weak line.
Ca XV 200.98 * 2s22p2 3P0 - 2s2p3 3D1 6.6
Fe XVII 275.55 * 2s22p53p 1P1 - 2s22p53d 1D2 6.6
Ca XVII 192.82 * 2s2 1S0 - 2s2p1P1 6.7 Blended with Fe XI and O V lines.
Fe XXIII 263.77 * 2s2 1S0 - 2s2p3P1 7.15
Fe XXIV 192.03 1s22s2S1/2 - 1s22p 2P3/2 7.25 Blended with an Fe XI line.


